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We have studied by optical means recently synthesized benzoate ester series exhibiting
SmC*

A , SmC*
F I , SmC* and SmC*

a
phases. We have made pitch measurements on SmC*

A

and SmC* phases, using the Grandjean–Cano method, and optical period measurements on
the SmC*

a
phase, on free surface drops. The results are in good agreement with the pitch and

optical period evolutions we previously described for other compounds—especially those of
a thiobenzoate series. We have also shown that one of the structural models proposed in the
literature is in agreement with our experimental results, and have established a qualitative
relation between optical period measurements, the azimuthal di� erence between two successive
layers, and the helical pitch. We present results for several benzoate compounds, using a new
classi� cation of the observed behaviours.

1. Introduction a helical structure in the SmC*

a
phase [2, 3]. We were

Since the antiferroelectric liquid crystal material also able to measure the fringe period as a function
MHPOBC was discovered, numerous chiral compounds of temperature [3]. We performed a complete study of
presenting SmC*

A , SmC*, SmC*
F I and especially SmC*

a
this optical period and obtained evidence for di� erent

phases have been synthesized. Many experimental period behaviours, depending on the thermal history of
studies concerning the SmC*

a
phase have been made and the sample or on the phase sequence of the compound.

reported in the literature, but the results have not allowed We showed throughout that these di� erent behaviours
determination of the phase structure. In particular, no are always part of a general behaviour, typical of the
result has been obtained by optical observation, and SmC*

a
phase. We compared this general behaviour with

the SmC*

a
phase could not be distinguished optically structural models proposed in the literature, concluding

from the SmA phase. that the model proposed by Zeks and Cepic [4, 5] seems
We have previously studied the SmC*

a
phase by optical to be in good agreement with our experimental results.

means with the purpose of identifying a special texture, According to this model, the tilt angle of the molecules
and to obtain evidence for some particular optical is constant through all the layers, the phase di� erence a
phenomena. We � rst worked on � ve compounds of a between two nearest layers is also constant, and the
thiobenzoate series [1]. We observed on free surface helicoidal modulation extends over only a few layers.
drops periodic ellipticity fringes, the so-called Friedel The phase di� erence a is rather signi� cant, and can
fringes; these fringes were the � rst direct observation of change from 0 to p, crossing p/2, when interactions

between nearest and next nearest layers change. This

study has been reported recently [6].*Author for correspondence; e-mail: laux@univ-littoral.fr
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82 V. Laux et al.

To verify our earlier observations and measurements In the discussion, we con� rm that the structural model
proposed by Zeks and Cepic � ts conveniently with ourobtained on only one series and � ve compounds , we then

performed an experimental study on a large number of experimental results, and we correlate the optical period
evolution with the azimuthal angle variations.compounds belonging to di� erent series [7–9]. We studied

in particular several compounds from four benzoate
series, using the same experimental methods as for the 2. Compounds and experimental techniques
thiobenzoate series. We again observed the general 2.1. T he benzoate series
behaviour previously determined: as for the thiobenzoate We have studied several compounds belonging to
series, this can be displayed completely or only partly. benzoate ester series which have already been reported
The large number of compounds studied also allowed us [10]. The general formula is the following:
to devise a new classi� cation made up of three categories
based on the phase sequence and on the pitch evolution
in the SmC* phase. Our measurements are in good agree-
ment with the � rst study, and show that the SmC*

a
phase

always exhibits the same behaviour, whatever the general X = Y= H nHHBBM7 (nHH series), where n = 7 to 12;

X = F, Y= H nFHBBM7 (nFH series), where n = 8 to 12;formula of the liquid crystal material.
X = H, Y = F nHFBBM7 (nHF series), where n = 8 to 12;In this paper we present the compounds used for this
X = Y= F nFFBBM7 (nFF series), where n = 8 to 12.

study, and remind the reader succinctly of the methods
used to measure the helical pitch and the fringe period. Tables 1 to 4 display the transition temperatures

and enthalpies obtained by DSC for each series [10].Both methods have been precisely described in the paper
concerning the thiobenzoate series [6]. We then report The most complete sequence exhibits six mesophases:

SmC*
A –SmC*

F I1 –SmC*
F I2 –SmC*–SmC*

a
–SmA. All thesethe experimental results using the new classi� cation.

Table 1. Transition temperatures (ß C) and enthalpies (kJ molÕ 1 ) (in italics) for the nHH series (positive enthalpy values are given
for the heating scans; negative values for cooling scans). Parentheses denote a monotropic transition.

n Cr SmC*
A SmC*

F I1 SmC*
F I2 SmC* SmC*

a
SmA I

7 E 82.8 — — — E (69.8) E (72.6) E 141.9 E

30.8 Õ 0.023a Õ 5.73
8 E 89.05 E (58.4) E (74.5) E (87.8) E 90.8 E 94.4 E 139.7 E

34.7 Õ 0.003 ? Õ 0.003 Õ 0.47a Õ 5.51
9 E 95.8 E (90.1) E (92.2) E 97.2 E 106.6 E 109.2 E 136.0 E

38.6 Õ 0.009 Õ 0.002 Õ 0.009 Õ 0.14a Õ 5.36
10 E 90.3 E 99.2 E 100.6 E 102.7 E 114.3 E 115.3 E 135.5 E

34.5 Õ 0.006 Õ 0.002 Õ 0.016 Õ 0.252a Õ 5.23
11 E 82.5 E 86.2 E 90.8 E 92.7 E 117.4 — E 131.4 E

34.4 Õ 0.010 Õ 0.160 Õ 5.08
12 E 72.0 E 85.6 E 87.5 E 92.3 E 119.2 — E 131.5 E

34.9 Õ 0.290 Õ 5.30

a Sum of transition enthalpies.

Table 2. Transition temperatures (ß C) and enthalpies (kJ molÕ 1 ) (in italics) for the nFH series (positive enthalpy values are given
for the heating scans; negative values for cooling scans). Parentheses denote a monotropic transition.

n Cr SmC*
A SmC*

F I1 SmC*
F I2 SmC* SmC*

a
SmA I

8 E 87.4 E 91.5 E 97.0 — — E 100.4 E 132.5 E

37.4 Õ 0.008 Õ 0.01 Õ 0.10 Õ 0.037a Õ 5.37
9 E 97.6 E (95.8) E 98.9 — E 108.5 E 109.7 E 128.4 E

43.7 Õ 0.008 Õ 0.018 Õ 0.222a Õ 5.38
10 E 89.3 E 101.8 E 103.4 — E 112.8 E 113.3 E 127.1 E

37.8 Õ 0.013 Õ 0.029 Õ 0.243a Õ 5.04
11 E 82.0 E 85.2 E 89.8 — E 114.3 Õ E 124.6 E

36.9 Õ 0.003 Õ 0.012 Õ 0.374 Õ 4.86
12 E 80.6 E 93.2 E 94.9 — E 115.5 Õ E 123.0 E

37.7 Õ 0.043a Õ 0.480 Õ 4.62

a Sum of transition enthalpies.
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83T hree typical helicity behaviours in SmC*a

Table 3. Transition temperatures (ß C) and enthalpies (kJ molÕ 1 ) (in italics) for the nHF series (positive enthalpy values are given
for the heating scans; negative values for cooling scans). Parentheses denote a monotropic transition.

n Cr SmC*
A SmC*

F I1 SmC*
F I2 SmC* SmC*

a
SmA I

8 E 57.6 — — — — — E 126.4 E

24.03 Õ 5.53
9 E 75.5 — — — E (53.9) E (65.3) E 123.1 E

26.6 Õ 0.002 Õ 0.004 Õ 5.34
10 E 75.6 — — — E (73.6) E 84.1 E 122.6 E

23.3 Õ 0.002 Õ 0.007 Õ 5.49
11 E 75.2 — — — E 92.5 E 95.8 E 120.3 E

29.9 Õ 0.008 Õ 0.030 Õ 5.42
12 E 66.3 E (43.7) E 73.3 — E 98.9 E 100.8 E 118.9 E

41.6 Õ 0.006 Õ 0.027 Õ 5.48

Table 4. Transition temperatures (ß C) and enthalpies (kJ molÕ 1 ) (in italics) for the nFF series (positive enthalpy values are given
for the heating scans; negative values for cooling scans. Parentheses denote a monotropic transition.

n Cr SmC*
A SmC*

F I1 SmC*
F I2 SmC* SmC*

a
SmA I

8 E 72.2 — — — — E (59.2) E 135.7 E

26.7 Õ 0.006 Õ 5.33
9 E 71.1 E 76.8 E 79.2 E 84.7 E 89.3 E 94.5 E 131.8 E

28.1 Õ 0.001 Õ 0.001 Õ 0.006 Õ 0.007 Õ 0.026 Õ 5.13
10 E 56.1 E 91.2 E 92.7 E 95.0 E 100.8 E 103.5 E 130.3 E

24.6 Õ 0.011 Õ 0.003 Õ 0.010 Õ 0.011 Õ 0.004 Õ 5.18
11 E 58.8 E 70.5 E 71.4 E 80.5 E 108.6 E 109.5 E 127.7 E

25.6 Õ 0.008 Õ 0.174a Õ 5.02
12 E 62.8 E 89.6 E 92.5 — E 112.0 E 112.4 E 126.2 E

36.0 Õ 0.015a Õ 0.264a Õ 4.69

a Sum of transition enthalpies.

phases occur for the nHH and nFF series, except for a 2.2. Experimental procedures
To characterize these compounds, we performedfew homologues: 7HH does not exhibit SmC*

A or SmC*
F I ,

11 and 12 HH do not exhibit the SmC*

a
phase. 8FF pitch measurements on the SmC*

A and SmC* phases,
and optical period measurements on SmC*

a
. Samplesexhibits only SmC*

a
and SmA, 12FF does not exhibit

the SmC*
F I2 phase. were placed in a Mettler FP5 hot stage, and observed

using an Ortholux Leitz polarizing microscope in theThe SmC*
F I2 phase does not appear in the nFH series;

8FH does not exhibit the SmC* phase, and 11 and re� ection mode.
To perform the helical pitch measurements, we used12 FH do not exhibit SmC*

a
.

The nHF series displays a rather reduced polymorphism: the Grandjean–Cano method [2, 6]. The liquid crystal
is introduced into a prismatic cell made of two glassonly the 12HF compound exhibits the complete sequence,

except for the SmC*
F I2 phase; 9, 10 and 11HF display slides; a step lattice, produced by edge dislocations then

appears. The lattice period is equal to one half the pitchonly SmC*, SmC*

a
and SmA. SmC* is monotropic for

9HF and 10HF, and SmC*

a
is monotropic for the 9HF in the SmC*

A phase, and one full pitch in the SmC*
phase. If the pitch range allows it, selective re� ectioncompound. 8FH exhibits only the SmA phase.

For our study, these series are most interesting as the colours are visible: l = np for the SmC*
A phase, l = np

and l = 2np for the SmC* phase (where l is the re� ectedSmC*

a
phase appears generally over a large temperature

range. The largest range is obtained for the 9 and 10HF wavelength, n the average refractive index (n # 1.5) and
p the pitch value).compounds, and is about 11 ß C.

This study shows that the nHH and nFF series exhibit On SmC*

a
we made observations on free surface drops

[2, 3, 6]. When the phase studied is helical, this kind ofthe same phase sequences, and the same behaviours in
the SmC* and SmC*

a
phases. We thus report results for sample displays Friedel fringes. Observing for the � rst

time these fringes for the SmC*

a
phase [3], we obtainedcompounds belonging to the nHF, nFH and nFF series,

and more precisely for 12HF, 8FH, 9FF, 10FF and evidence for its helical structure; we also measured the
fringe period versus temperature, and obtained a relation10FH.
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84 V. Laux et al.

between the period evolution and the phase structure.
For a weak phase di� erence a, the optical period is equal
to half the pitch. If a is close to p/2, the optical period
becomes very important, and exhibits a divergence when
a = p/2 [6].

Both methods were applied to the above liquid crystal
materials; details of the methods have been previously
reported [3, 6].

3. Experimental results
The results obtained for the new benzoate ester series

studied are in agreement with those previously obtained
for a thiobenzoate series [6] and for chiral non-symmetri c

Figure 1. Helical pitch versus temperature, in the SmC*
A anddimesogens [7, 8]. The optical period in the SmC*

a
phase

SmC* phases, for compound 12HF.
can evolve di� erently, depending on the compound or
on the sample thermal history [6]. We also noticed that

becomes blue, violet (l = np) and red, orange, green,this evolution depends on the liquid crystal phase
blue, violet (l = 2np) during the pitch fall. As with thesequence and on the pitch variations in the SmC* phase.
thiobenzoate series, the analysis of the selectively re� ectedWe shall now report results for the di� erent benzoate
circular light shows that the double helices occurringseries: the study of numerous compounds allowed us
in the SmC*

A phase and the SmC* phase helix exhibitto identify three categories, determined by the phase
opposite twist signs.sequence and the pitch variations in the SmC* phase.

Figure 2 displays the optical period evolution versusAll the compounds studied follow this classi� cation,
temperature in SmC*

a
. As for the thiobenzoate series, weexcept for one which exhibits an unusual phase sequence.

plot the double optical period versus temperature.We think it is better to describe the fringe movements
On heating, the period exhibits only the high temper-and the precise optical period evolution in SmC*

a
only

ature part of the general behaviour. The SmC*–SmC*

afor the � rst category considered; after that we describe
transition occurs at 99.5 ß C D 1 . The Friedel fringes aremore brie� y the period evolution for the other com-
already tightened at the transition and go on tighteningpounds. We shall in any case refer to the general period
when the temperature increases; they move apart justbehaviour described for the thiobenzoate series: this
before the transition to the SmA phase (101.6 ß C): thegeneral behaviour is characterized by a weak optical
double period decreases from 0.18 mm at 99.5 ß C toperiod near the low temperature phase transition, a
0.09 mm at 101 ß C D 2 . It then increases D 3 up to 0.18 mmperiod divergence (interpreted as a reversal ) in the phase
at 101.6 D 4 .interval, and again a weak optical period near the high

temperature phase transition [6]. Figure 4 displays the
typical behaviour.

3.1. First category: large SmC* temperature range/long
aliphatic chain

Numerous compounds belong to this category:
n = 11 and 12 for the thiobenzoate series [6], two non-
symmetric chiral dimesogens—10BP5TBB8* [7] and
12BP5BBP8* [8], and several benzoate esters—8HH,
9HH, 10HH, 11HF, 12HF, 9FH, 10FH, 11FF and 12FF.
We shall now report results for one of them, 12HF,
which exhibits behaviour typical of this � rst category.

Figure 1 displays the helical pitch evolution for the
SmC*

A and SmC* phases. In SmC*
A , the pitch is about

0.42 mm, and does not vary. The liquid crystal displays
selective re� ection colours: it is red.

In the SmC* phase, the pitch is about 0.35 mm from
75 ß C to 98 ß C. It decreases slowly to 0.31 mm at 99.5 ß C, Figure 2. Double optical period versus temperature in the
and falls from 0.31 to 0.2 mm between 99.5 ß C and 100.5 ß C. SmC*

a
phase for compound 12HF; on heating (+) from

the SmC* phase, and on cooling from the SmA phase ( D ).The liquid crystal is green on the plateau (l = np) and
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85T hree typical helicity behaviours in SmC*a

On cooling, the complete general behaviour is
observed. In the SmA phase, the fringes are blurred and
motionless. They move again at 101.1 ß C, indicating the
SmA—SmC*

a
transition D 5 . The double period then

increases from 0.18 to 0.36 mm at 100.8 ß C, and reverses
at about 100.5 ß C D 6 . After the reversal, new fringes
appear D 7 and tighten, but no measurement could be
performed. Still tightening, the fringes become violet
(l = 2np) at 99.5 ß C: this reveals the transition to the
SmC* phase D 8 .

3.2. Second category: SmC* short temperature
range/intermediate length of aliphatic chain

Three compounds belong to the second category:
n = 10 for the thiobenzoate series, and 9FF and 10FF
for the benzoate series. For the SmC*

A and SmC* phases, Figure 4. Double optical period versus temperature in the
we report the pitch behaviour only for the 9FF com- SmC*

a
phase for compound 9FF; on heating (+) from

the SmC* phase, and on cooling from the SmA phase ( D ).pound. In SmC*

a
, two di� erent behaviours can occur:

we therefore report results for the 9FF and 10FF
compounds.

Figure 5 displays the period evolution for the 10FFFigure 3 displays the pitch variation in the SmC*
A and

compound. The period follows only the low temperatureSmC* phases for 9FF. The pitch evolution is similar to
part of the general behaviour: it decreases just after thethat observed for the 12HF compound, except near the
transition D 1 – D 2 , and then increases regularly D 2 – D 3SmC*–SmC*

a
transition: the transition occurs at 90.8 ß C

with neither divergence nor reversal. On cooling, thewith a discontinuity, and no pitch fall is observed. The
period is a little bigger, but displays the same evolutionpitch values are also bigger than for 12HF: about
D 4 – D 5 – D 6 .0.66 mm in the SmC*

A phase and 0.45 mm on the plateau
in the SmC* phase.

3.3. T hird category: no SmC* phase in theIn SmC*

a
, for both compounds, the Friedel fringes

sequence/short aliphatic chainform on heating in the transition front. They are very
Among the benzoate compounds, only 8FH belongstightened just after the transition, and move apart when

to the third category, but other compounds of di� erentthe temperature increases; two evolutions can then be
series belong to this classi� cation: one non-symmetricobserved. Figure 4 shows the double period evolution for
chiral dimesogen (10BP5TBB9*), n = 9 for the thio-the 9FF compound. We observed the complete general
benzoate series. On some samples of compound n = 10behaviour: the transition occurs at 87.9 ß C D 1 , with a
(thiobenzoate series) the SmC* phase disappears fromfront crossing the sample. The double optical period
the sequence. In this case, we observe a direct SmC*

F I–decreases suddenly, reaching 0.06 mm at 89 ß C D 2 . It then
SmC*

a
transition, and the compound also belongs to thisincreases D 2 – D 3 and reverses D 3 – D 4 , and decreases again

third category [6].D 5 – D 6 . This evolution is reversible, D 6 – D 7 – D 9 – D 10 .

Figure 5. Double optical period versus temperature in the
Figure 3. Helical pitch versus temperature in the SmC*

A and SmC*
a

phase for compound 10FF; on heating (+) from
the SmC* phase, and on cooling from the SmA phase ( D ).SmC* phases for compound 9FF.
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86 V. Laux et al.

The 8FH compound does not exhibit SmC* or plete general behaviour, the reversal D 2 – D 3 occurring
at low temperature, just after the transition.SmC*

F I2 . We thus observe a direct SmC*
F I1 –SmC*

a
transition: the defects observed in the SmC*

F I1 phase trans- On heating from the SmC*
A phase, � gure 6 (b), the

SmC*
A defects are in this case very tightened—theirform into fringes in SmC*

a
. The evolution of the fringe

period depends on the low temperature phases formed double period is about 0.06 mm D 1 . When heating, the
defects move apart at the SmC*

A –SmC*
F I1 transition, atbefore. This in� uence has been previously described for

a thiobenzoate series [6]. 93.6 ß C D 2 . In the SmC*
F I1 phase, the defects continue to

move, and their period seems to be signi� cant at highFigures 6 (a) and 6 (b) display the optical period
evolution versus temperature on cooling from the SmA temperature. The transition to SmC*

a
occurs with a front

crossing the sample; the period is already reversed inphase, and on heating, respectively, from the SmC*
F I1

and SmC*
A phases. SmC*

a
D 3 . It follows only the high temperature part of

the general behaviour D 3 – D 4 – D 5 – D 6 .On cooling from SmA, we always observe the com-
plete general behaviour. The reversal occurs at a high
temperature (about 100.5 ß C), close to the SmA–SmC*

a
3.4. An unusual phase sequence: the compound 10HF
Observation of the compound 10HF in a prismatic celltransition.

On heating in the SmC*
F I1 phase (� gure 6 (a)—the in the SmC* phase shows that the helical pitch is about

0.6 mm and does not vary. On heating, approaching theSmC*
A phase has not been reached on cooling) the

defects are motionless. They are very tightened, their SmC*

a
phase, each Grandjean–Cano thread splits into

two threads. This phenomenon is usually observed indouble period being about 0.05 mm D 1 . They move apart
between 97.8 and 98 ß C D 2 , and transform into fringes, the SmC* phase, close to a SmC*

F I phase. Figure 7 shows
this on a free surface drop of 10HF on heating.that reveal the transition to SmC*

a
D 2 ; the fringe period

could not be measured. The sample then follows the com- On a free surface drop, we observed between the
SmC* and SmC*

a
phases a texture similar to that of a

SmC*
F I phase: this ‘new phase’ appears over 2 ß C on

heating and about 11 ß C on cooling. The SmC*
F I–SmC*

a
transition occurs with a discontinuity, but the Friedel
fringes seem to transform into SmC*

F I defects. Figures 8
and 9 show a 10HF drop exhibiting, respectively, the
SmC*

a
texture (in the SmC*

a
phase) and the SmC*

F I

texture.
This unusual phase could not be detected using other

experimental techniques, and evidence for it is very
di� cult to obtain on a free surface drop. Such a sequence
‘SmC*–SmC*

F I–SmC*

a
’ has been previously observed

and described for a chiral non-symmetric dimesogen
(10BB5BBB8*) [8]. In both cases, the SmC*

F I and
SmC*

A phases do not appear at low temperature in the
sequence, and the SmC*

a
phase occurs over a large

temperature range, about 10 ß C. Both series also include
benzoate cores.

Figure 10 displays the optical period evolution for
10HF. On heating, the period decreases slightly at the
transition, increases regularly (2–3–4) with neither
reversal nor divergence. This behaviour is reversible with
temperature (5–6–7). It must be pointed out that the
10HF compound in fact exhibits the second category
behaviour, with a short SmC* phase and the low part
of the general behaviour in the SmC*

a
phase.

(a)

(b)
4. Discussion

Figure 6. Double optical period versus temperature in the We shall now try to correlate the optical period
SmC*

a
phase for compound 8FH: (a) on heating (+) from

evolution in the SmC*

a
phase with the phase di� erencethe SmC*

F I1 phase, and on cooling from the SmA phase
a, in the SmC*

a
domain and in the low temperature( D ); (b) on heating (+) from the SmC*

A phase, and on
cooling from the SmA phase ( D ). phase, close to the transition to the SmC*

a
phase. We
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87T hree typical helicity behaviours in SmC*a

Figure 10. Double optical period versus temperature in the
SmC*

a
phase for compound 10HF; on heating (+) from

the SmC* phase and on cooling from the SmA phase ( D ).

Figure 7. Compound HF10 as a free surface drop at 73.2ß C shall establish this correlation for each category and
in the SmC* phase close to the SmC*–SmC*

a
transition. relate it to the structure proposed by Zeks and Cepic

On heating, the Grandjean-Cano threads split into two for the SmC*

a
phase [4, 5]. For the � rst category the

threads.
helical pitch in SmC* is almost constant over a large
temperature interval, and falls at the SmC*–SmC*

a
transition from a value ranging between 0.6 and 0.35 to
0.13 mm (violet, l = 2np). At the transition, the azimuthal
angle di� erence a is thus signi� cant (higher than 11 ß for
p = 0.13 mm and a layer thickness of 40 AÃ ). When the
transition occurs, a can thus rapidly reach and cross
p/2. When we observe the Friedel fringes in the SmC*

a
phase, the period divergence has already occurred. We
observe only the high temperature part of the general
behaviour in which a > p/2.

For the second category the pitch in SmC* is signi-
� cant, and no fall is observed at the SmC*–SmC*

a
transition. At the transition, a is still weak (about 3 ß for
p = 0.45 mm); it can thus increase in the SmC*

a
phase and

can cross p/2 several degrees after the transition. If the
SmC*

a
domain is large, we observe the whole generalFigure 8. Compound HF10 in SmC*

a
phase at 76.4ß C. The

sample exhibits Friedel fringes, the characteristic SmC*
a

behaviour; if the domain is narrow, the SmC*

a
–SmA

texture. transition occurs before a reaches p/2. We observe only
the low temperature part of the general behaviour,
without any divergence.

For the third category (direct SmC*
F I–SmC*

a
transition)

the period evolution is imposed by the period of the
SmC*

F I defects, and probably by the azimuthal angle
di� erence in SmC*

F I , close to the transition. If a is smaller
than p/2, it can increase and cross p/2 in the SmC*

a
domain; we thus observe the whole general behaviour.
If a is bigger than p/2 in SmC*

F I , it ranges between p/2
and p in the SmC*

a
domain, and we observe only the

high temperature part of the general behaviour.
For the fourth category (the unusual phase sequence),

we observed the SmC*
F I texture, between typical SmC*

and SmC*

a
textures. We wonder if it is really an addi-

tional phase in the sequence or if it corresponds to a
particular texture of the SmC*

a
phase. This phase indeedFigure 9. Compound HF10 on cooling from the SmC*

a
phase

occurs over a large temperature range; the tilt angle isat 66.3 ß C. The sample exhibits the SmC*
F I texture with

characteristic grey SmC*
F I defects. thus probably signi� cant at low temperatures, and the
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a

azimuthal angle is also signi� cant. These conditions are layers. This conclusion is in qualitative agreement with
our study. A calculation is now in process in oursomewhat similar to those observed for a real SmC*

F I

laboratory [14] to determine the correlation betweenphase and could generate the same type of texture.
the optical period, the azimuthal di� erence, and the
helical pitch. First estimations of the helical pitches

5. Conclusion
deduced from our optical period measurements are

The structural model proposed by Zeks and Cepic
consistent with the value obtained by Mach et al.

allows us to interpret qualitatively the optical period
values and their evolution in the SmC*

a
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